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Laboratorios Lopez Valero, has been developing production techniques of
personal hygiene cosmetics toiletries destined especially for the workplace
since 1980. Along side this activity it also works on a products for the cleaning
and disinfection of surfaces, especially food industries and other treatments.
Within the services performed, Microbiological Control of surfaces and Training
are brought to the foreground.
Present day peculiarities and knowledge of one's own environment has
prompted us to market a product that has been developed and extensively
tested for years through many activities and circumstances. An anti-chafing
ointment for use in sports, the workplace and health services, treating skin
conditions such as scuffs, cracks or open sores which may occur from sports
activity, chafing from clothing, accessories or orthopedic appliances or states of
forced lack of mobilization such as in the case of bedridden patients.
The product developed is the Anti-chafing ointment SANIA RZD.
The SANIA name is registered by Laboratorios Lopez Valero SL for
international use in cosmetic production.

Those items which are usually found on the market are products used on
cyclist's sheepskin culottes and leather goods which due to their drying can be
harmful to the skin.
Our product is registered with the Ministry of Health for the prevention and relief
from chafing and open sores.
Its composition has been designed to produce the following characteristics:
* Very high performance
* Immediate relief from the discomfort caused by chafing
* Effective in preventing the development of such injuries.
* Safe and natural ingredients ensure product is hypoallergenic.
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Among others, it contains lanolin, glycerin, aloe extracts, sage, juniper,
lavender, thyme, olive oils and minerals, menthol and allantoin.
Presentation and formats.
The chosen formats were:
200 ml jar
100 ml jar
10 ml jar (promo sample)
We've developed a display box with multiple contents:
Box of 8 x 200ml jars (Extra Large box).
Includes 9 x10 ml promo samples.

Box of 18 x 100 ml jars (Medium box).
Includes 9 x10 ml promo samples.
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Box of 4 x 200 ml and 9 x 100 ml jars (Hybrid box).
Includes 9 x 10 ml promo samples.

The 200 ml and 100 ml jars can be displayed within their own box for optimal
presentation purposes.
Box of 48 x 10 ml jars (promotional packaging) (Extra Small box)
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Promotional samples are packaged inside individual “self-closing” bags with a
slip / prospectus which include printed ingredients, directions for use, and other
information required in conforming to local, state and European health laws.
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Promotional packaging can also be customized with print on one side of the slip
/ prospectus, customer logo and information on request. Check supply minimum
in order to be eligible for customized samples.

The "b" side of the slip is always printed with product data.
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We are at your disposal to provide any required information or indeed explain
any issues that we may be raised.

Juan López Valero
Dtor. Técnico
Laboratorios López Valero SL
TEL: 961 322 050 FAX: 961 340 484
C/ Villa de Madrid 15. Pol. Inf. Fuente del Jarro.
46988 Paterna (Valencia)
pomadasania@lablopezvalero.com
www.lablopezvalero.com

